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Abstract.
Mathematical models of compaction in sedimentary basins typically
assumea relationship between effective pressurep• and porosity •, which is of a

non-lineartype; that is, p• = p•(d). However,at depthsgreaterthan a kilometer,
pressuresolution becomesimportant and this relationship approaches a viscous
one. We derive a mathematical model for viscouscompaction in sedimentary basins
and show how the model suggestsdifferent styles of behavior in the limits of slow
•nd f•st compaction.

1.

Introduction

with the formationof seals[Hunt, 1990;Bradley,1975],

which are thought to be associatedwith mineralization
of, for example, calcite. Our concern in this paper,
are of commercial and scientific interest because of their
however, is not with the mechanics of seal formation,
importance as sourcesof hydrocarbons. A practical but with a quantitative description of how the balance
problem of some interest in oil drilling operations is betweencompaction and pore water expulsioncan cause
the occurrenceof abnormal pore fluid pressureswithin a relatively sudden transition between normally presthe sediments. By normal pore pressures,we mean that sured and overpressuredregions.
the fluid pressureincreaseshydrostatically with depth,
Studies of compaction and the overpressuringphenwhereas abnormal fluid pressuresare those in excessof omenonwereinitiated by Athy [1930]and Hedberg
[1936],
this. The mechanismwhereby overpressuresare gener- and more recently, mathematical models have been deated is of concern, becausein drilling, the borehole is velopedby 5'•uith[1971],tfeith and Rimstidt[1985],$hi
filled with a mud whosedensity is chosento balance the and Wang [1986], and Wangert[1992]. The phenompore pressure: if the mud density is too low, the hole enonis related to consolidationin soils[Gibsonet al.,
will collapse,whereasif it is too high, the surrounding 1991], and the basicgoverningequationis a Richards
rock can be hydrofractured. Sudden changesin pore type nonlinear diffusion equation if the deformational
pressurecan thereforecauseblowoutsor other damage. responseis nonlinear elastic.
Overpressuringis associatedwith the time it takes for
More specifically,consolidationsuggeststhe use of
sedimentsto compact under their own weight. If ten a compaction law which relates the effective pressure
kilometersof sedimentsare depositedvery rapidly, then p• (overburdenminus pore pressure)to the sediment
the initial pore pressurewill be lithostatic. Over time, porosity,and early studies[Smith,1971]usea compacthe sedimentscompact, and the resultant expulsion of tion law of the form pe - pe(•b),where •bis the porospore water allows the pore pressureto approacha hy- ity. Although near-surfacesedimentscan be expected
Sedimentary basinsevolve over millions of years and

drostaticlimit, and in so doingthe porosityis reduced.
At depths up to about a kilometer, this compaction
is elastic, and due to the rearrangement of sediment
particles. At. greater depths,cementationand pressure
solution occur, and the latter causesfurther compaction; we call compaction by pressuresolution viscous
compaction, and it forms the subject of the present pa-

to obey this kind of law, processesof dingenesisand
pressuresolution begin to occur at depths greater than
a kilometer, and these mechanismsmay alter the rheology from an elastic one to a viscousone.
Angevineand Turcotte[1983]studiedthe role of pressure solution in the compaction of sediments, and this

per.

In this paper, we develop an approach initiated by

work wasextendedby Birchwoodand Turcotte[1994].

One of the interesting features of overpressuringis Audetand Fowler[1992]and Fowlerand Yang[1998],
that it typically occurs suddenly at depths in excess who studied one-dimensionalcompaction of a sedimentof 3000 meters [Hunt, 1990] and is often associated ary basin in a model which allowed pore fluid expulsion from the elastically compacting sediments. They
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found that the resulting behavior dependedcritically
on a parameter A, which representsthe ratio of the
hydraulic conductivity and the sedimentation rate; in
particular they were able to give analytic solutionsde12,989
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scribingthe behaviourwhen& >> 1 ('fast' compaction) liquid momentum conservationis describedby Darcy's
and & << 1 (slowcompaction).

-u - -

+p,gk],

In this paper, we seek to derive and analyze a comparable model, to describe the evolution of porosity
and pore fluid pressure when the sediments compact where k is permeability,• is liquid viscosity,pt is liquid
viscously,through the mechanismof pressuresolution. density,and # is gravity (k is a unit vectorupward).
Pressuresolution (see Figure 1) refers to a process Finally, medium momentum conservationfor slow flow
whereby grains dissolve at intergranular contacts un- is describedby a force balance:
der non-hydrostatic stress and precipitate in the pore
space. The resulting recrystallization is a mechanism
V.•r- pgk = 0,
(4)

wherebycompactioncan occur[Tada and Siever,1989].

In the followingsection,we proposethe generalform of where
p = pt&+ p•(1 - •)
(5)
mathematical model which describesthe compactionof
porous media. The pressuresolution compaction law is is the medium density and p, is the solid density.
derived in section 3. In section 4, we nondimensionalize
The equationsmust be supplementedby constitutive
and simplify the model, finding that the compactional relationsfor pt and er, and theseare respectively
the
responseis determined by a dimensionlessparameter compaction law and the medium rheology: they are
&. Sections5 and 6 then give numerical and analytic discussed in section 3. Note that these two relations
solutions in the two cases & <• 1 and & >> 1, and a are distinct. A preciseanalogy is to the prescriptionof
discussion of the results follows in section 7.

2.

Mathematical

bulk viscosity as well as the shear viscosity in a viscous

fluid [Batchelor,1967,pp. 154,253]. In writing(1) and
(2), we assumethat precipitationoccurslocally; this

Model

The sedimentary basin is characterized by a porosity

•, and separateliquid and solidvelocities
ut and us.
The liquidhasa porepressure
pt, whilethe wholemedium (liquid-solidcomposite)hasa stresstensore• (the

has been shown to be a reasonableassumptionby Yang

[1997]. We defer a discussionof boundaryconditions
until

a one-dimensional

model

is derived

in section 4.

signconventionusedis that for fluids).
3. Pressure Solution and Compaction
The basic equations[Audet and Fowler, 1992] are
those of mass and momentum

conservation.

Mass con-

servat•on for the solid and liquid phasesrespectively are
given by
O

0-(1

+
0t

- 0,

(1)

+ v.[,u t] = 0;

soilmechanics
literature by Terzaghi[1943].Terzaghi's
principle states that deformation of the sedimentsis determined by the effective stress, which can be defined as

follows. Supposethat a is the specificinterfacial grain
contactarea,that is, the ratio of grainsurfacearea (per
unit volume)in contactwith other grainsto the total
grain surfacearea. Then 1 -a is the specificgrain-pore

fluidinterfacial
contactarea,and(1- a)pt is the pore

ocean floor

/•'"•

A central concept in the dynamics of uncemented
sediments is the effective stress, introduced into the

el•tic .
ompac

•

fluid pressureexerted on the grains. Now the confining
pressureP is partitioned between the solid and liquid
phases,and therefore the effective pressurewhich acts
on the solid grains, and which therefore is responsible
for deformationof the solid matrix, is given by

pe= P - (1- a)pt.

(6)

Derivation of this relation is lucidly discussedby $kemp-

ton [1960][seealsoBear and Bachmat,1990].Terzaghi
assumed a = 0, which may be appropriate for soils,
but is less so for compacting sediments. Nevertheless,

••.••cViø•Sctiø••

$kempton[1960]suggested
that typicalvaluesof a were

small, and we henceforth choose a = 0.

More generally, we define the effectivestressere as
(with a = 0)

er = er+
depth

Figure 1. A schematicillustration of elastic and viscous compaction in a sedimentary basin.

5,

(7)

where 5 representsthe unit tensor; if we extend Terzaghi'sprincipleto a viscouslycompactingmedium, it is
natural to supposethat the constitutiverelation relates
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the effectivestressto the (solid)strain rate. Thus we The compaction law is
posea rheologicalconstitutivelaw in the form

Otl s

P•--• O•'

1

•%.+ p•&:- 2,(%- •v.•&:),

(8)

where q is the medium viscosity and the solid strain
rate tensor

(14)

and the mediumforcebalance(4) canbe written, using
(10) and (11), as

is

0-•

•+•

ß

3Oz
Oz Op'
Oz pg- O.
4
O(V-•zz
Ou
•) ape

(9)

(15)

We suppose
that the sediments
lie in 0 < z < h(t),

The prescriptionof the effectiveshearviscosity• dewith z - 0 being an impermeable basement. Suitable
pendson the rate of pressuresolutioncreepat the grain boundary conditions are then
scale. In addition, this also determinesthe compaction

law. Weyl[1959]and Rutter [1976]deriveda creeplaw
to describepressuresolution(of quartz), in the form of
a relation between the solid dilation

rate and the effect-

u•-u t-O at z-0,

ive pressureon the grains. FollowingLabnet [1995],we
write

p,-/-o,

this as

--•ii= Av•M•cowDg•

•p• da p•,

(16)

and

0- 00, h-v•+,

•t z- h(t). (•7)

We take the pressuresto be measured relative to a ref-

(10)

erence pressure, which is equal to the fluid pressure
at z = h. The constant ½50is the initial settlement
ß

wherethe summationconvention
is used(•ii = tr •ij),

porosity, and the relation for h is a kinematic condition

and where A is a constant, •

whichincludesthe sedimentdepositionrate v• (given

is the molar volume of

water,c0is the (equilibrium)concentration
of quartzin

as a velocity; specifically, if rh• is the sedimentation
theporefluid,M• isthemolecular
weightof quartz,d is rate in units of mass per unit area per unit time, then

the averagegrain diameter,Dg• is the grain boundary •:
diffusion coe•cient along grain contact boundaries of
width w, R is the gas constant, and T is absolutetemperature. Thus the pressure solution compaction law

4.1.

•/p•00).

Nondimensionalization

is

p• - -•V.u s,

(11)

where

• =

p•RTcJ
a
A•/,•MscowD•

.

(12)

This is analogousto creep controlled viscouscompaction laws used in studies of magma transport in the

Sedimentarybasinshave typical depthsin the range
1-10 km. For a particular basin the depth scale d can

then be takento be the averagedepth;then d/[v•] is a
suitabletimescale,where [v•] representsa typical value

of the (possibly
variable)v•. Using(14)and (15)(and

takingq asconstant)
wecaneliminate
pt toobtain(13)
in the form

-0(• • - •):

Earth's mantle [McKenzie,1984, Fowler, 1990], and
suggeststhat the medium viscosityq is related to the

compactionviscosity•; Fowler [1990]suggestedthat
• • q/c), for example[cf. Batchelor,1967,p. 253].

/• •-•+1 •+(p•-pt)(1-O)g,

(18)

and adding(13)• and (13)2 (the subscriptedequation

4. A Reduced, One-Dimensional

Model

Compaction is essentiallya one-dimensionalphenomenon: variations

in the horizontal

numbers refer to the first and secondequations in the

display(13), respectively)
andintegrating,(using(16)),
we h&ve

-•(•' - •'):

are much slower than

in the vertical becauseof the large aspectratio of typical
sedimentarybasins. If z representsthe vertical coordinate upward, and if we now suppose the velocities are

(19)

We now chooseg pressurescaleto be •] = (p•pt)gd/[40/3• + 1], and write the variablesas

purely vertical (horizontalstrain rates are zero), then
(1)-(3) are simply
00

•'.

4q]-•

•-•+1 p,

0

at + •[(• - 0)•] - 0,

z

o0
]_ 0,
ot +• 0 [Ou•

•(• - •) - -7k 77
Op
•+•

J

(13)

-

dz*,

t =

(d/[v•])t*,

h =

dh*,

k = k0•,

(20)

12,992
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where we define k0 to be the permeability at z - h,
where q•- q•0,so that k - i when q•- q•0. The dimen-

wefind• • 3 x 1022Pa s, a valuecomparable
to inferred
estimatesof the viscosityof the Earth'smantle[Turcotte

sionless
modelcan be written (using(18)) as

andSchubert,
1982]. If we take [vs]- 10-11 m s-1,
p,-pt • 1.5 x 103 kg m-3 # - 10 m s-2 d - 5
kin, 1 + (4r//3•) m 1.5, then indeed(24) impliesE • 1.

-•+•-•-z,
Ot*
[(1- )u*]--O,

u*-

Since,in assessing
field data, we would typically specify
d as the basin depth, we leave E as a parameter in the

•--•-z,
+l-&*

modeland will assumeit be of O(1).
Boundaryconditionsfor (21) are that
u*-0

FollowingSmith [1971],we choose

p*-0,

/** -v;+

TM,
with a typical value of m - 8. This large value is of
crucial significancelater. The dimensionless
parameters
are given by

_
or ,•-

on z*-0,

- p)g

u*

z* - h* (t*) .

5. Slow Compaction'

(27)

A << 1

For convenience,we henceforwardomit the asterisks
on the dimensionless
variables. Figure 2 showsa numerical solution

of the model

when

A = 0.01.

Just as for

N/[v•], where K is the hydraulicconductivity; the caseof elasticcompaction[Fowlerand Yang,1998],
a boundary layer forms at the base, in which compac-

also

.-.- (p•_p,.)sd•
•+1 .

tion occurs.For A • 1, we seethat u = O(A), whence
Oc)/Ot- O(•) and • • •0 everywhere.Thus k • 1,

(24)

The parameter A measuresthe ratio of the Darcy flow
rate to the sedimentationrate. Large valuesof I indicate rapid compaction,or slow sedimentation. A typical

and u satisfies

"O•u ]

u- -A -= Oz
2+l-q50 ,

(28)

valueof v• is 10-• m s-• (300 m Ma-•), whileK
mayrangefrom asmuchas 10-um s-1 for cleansand with suitable boundary conditionsrepresentingthe boundto 10-13 m s-1 for shaleor marineclay [Freezeaad ary layermatchingto the far field solutionu = -A(1 Cherry,1979]. Thus 10-• < • < 109;smallor large 650)being
u=0

valuesof A may occur, with large valuesbeing perhaps
of greater significance.
4.2.

Values

on z=0,

u -• -I(1 - q•0) as z -• oo.

of Parameters

(29)

0.25

The parameter E measures the efficiency of com-

paction. In terms of the effectivepressurescale [p],
E = •[vs]/[p]d.Now the compactionlaw canbe written
in the dimensional

0.2

form

dq•

=-

(1 - qS)pe

½10.15

'

..

where d/tits is a material derivativefollowingthe solid
matrix. Since, by choice, d is a depth scale over which

• 0.1

significantvariationsof q• occur and since d/Ivy] is
the timescale on which this occurs, this suggeststhat

[vs]/d - O([p]/•) and thus that E - O(1). In fact,
we could choosed by prescribingE - 1. In fact, if we
usetypical values[Rutter, 1976; Gratz, 1991;Birchwood
and Turcotte,1994]

p•-2.5x 103kgm-s

T-300K,

Ms-6x

0.05

o
0.3

0.35

R-8.3Jmo1-1 K-1

0.45

0.5

Figure 2. Numericalsolutionof (21) and (27) with
A - 0.01, E- 1, vs - 1, and k - (q•/q•0)
TMwith rn- 8.

10-2kgmol-1,

um- 2 • 10-s m3 mo1-1wDso
- 10-19m3 s-1
d- 10-4m, c0-10 -4M, A-16,

0.4

Porosity

Profilesof q•near the base are shown at times t = 2, 3, 5,

togetherwith the analyticapproximations
(dashed)de-

(26) terminedfrom (31)
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Although formally qS*<< 1 for/k >> 1, in practice qS*=

u - -A(1 - 0o){1- exp[-z/(•E)•/2]},
and the correction for q5is then found to be

O(1) if m is large.For ,k- 102, m - 8, andq50- 0.5,
106, qS*- 0.08. The

(30) we get qS*- 0.28. Evenfor,kequations(21) are
Oq5

•- q5o-(1- •o)2

0

Ot+ •zz[(1-qS)u]
- 0'

t exp[-z/(XE)•/2], (31)

•zz+l-q 5

with h beinggiven(for constantv,) by
h • [v, - ,k(1- q50)]t.

(32)

p - -=--,3z

(34)

The accuracy of the approximation in the boundary

with the boundaryconditions(27) (and we take v, as
1- O(/k•/2t),thisis whent - O(1/m/k•/2);for m = 8 constant).We assumeqS*= O(1) and m >> 1.
So long as q5> qS*,then (qS/qS*)
TMis exponentially
and A = 10-2 , this is O(1), but in fact (31) is quite
large
(because
m
is
large),
and
(34)2
then implies
accurate even up to t = 5. Just as for the elastic case,

layerbreaksdownwhen(•5/•50)
TM< 1; since(•5/•50)=

slow viscous compaction limits compaction to a basal
boundary layer. In the elastic case,this boundary layer
grows diffusively; in the viscouscase, it is essentially

Op

Substitutingthis into the q5equation(34)• gives

stationary.

6. Fast Compaction'

02pO[Op]

OzOt
+•zz U•zz-0;

• >> 1

(36)

The case where ,k >> 1 is of greater complexity and
Integratingwith respectto z, usi.ngp- 0 on z - h,
interest. Figure 3 showsthe evolution of the porosity whence
(onz- h)pt+upz- (u-h)pz-(•-u)(1-q50)
profile with time. The most prominent feature is the from (3,5) (and 0 - q50),- v•(1 - q50)using(27), we
apparent relaxation of q5near z = h to a concavefunc- obtain
op
Op
tion of the depth h- z. In contrast, elastic compaction

at + U•zz
- v,(1- q50),
(37)
leadsto an exponentialfunctionof depth [Fowler and
Yang,1998].
a hyperbolic equation for p with characteristic speed
We can understand this as follows. First, it is con- u < 0. We solve(37) withp0 on z - h, together

venient to define a critical porosity qS*by

with

Ou

•*-•oexp[
1lnA
1.
m

p-

(33)
with u - 0 on z -

(38)

0, solong as q5givenby (35) is > qS*.
We solve (37) by the method of characteristics,which
gives

-0.5

p -

v,(1- q50)(t- r),

z -1.5

+

(39)

and determinesp implicitly in terms of the parameter
r, and the as yet unknown functions h and u.

If we changecoordinates
from (z, t) to (t, r), we find
-2.5

Ou
_Ou
/Oz
Oz i tOur) ds.
Oz

-3

-3.5

Or

Or

(40)

Thus (38) can be written in the form
-4

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Porosity

Figure 3. Evolution of porosityprofilewith time, plotted as a function of depth h- z. Parameters are the
same as for figure 1, but ,k - 100.

vs(1- 00)(t - r)

-u•

which can be integrated with respect to t to yield

(41)

12,994
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as the evolutionequationfor h. Togetherwith (50), we
gather t.he solutionsfor p, h-z, 0, and u togetherhere.
With A: v• (1 - 40)/2E, and •: t - 7', they are

-- v• exp

- 1

2E

'

(42)

q5 :

We substitutethis expressioninto (41) and integrate

1- (1 - 00)exp[AC2],

h- z - -•- erf[A•/2½],

with respect to r, to find

u -- L- v•exp[-A½2],

[-v•(1-4o)(t-r)
2] (43)

u - •(t) - v•exp

2E

2EA½,

(51)

•nd the solutionof (50) is

Now we substitute(43)into (39)2,to find
h(•)-

p :

'

v•(•)•/•
h- T
7 erf[A•/Ut]' (52)

z:

Noticethat (52) implies• m•ximumh equalto hmax:
-v•(1cfø)(sr)2]
- }z(s)
}ds.
(44)
[v•E•/2(1-•o)]•/2 = (v•/2)(•/A)•/2 Nowthesolution
2E

(51) becomesinvalidif • re•ches•*, i.e., when

Simplification of this expressionyields

/.(t)-•:

,-,v•

2(1-00) erf

v•(1- 00)

2E

A•2- In - •0
(t-r). (45)This first occurs•t

z:

(53)

0 when h = h* given by

We thushavep in (39)•, u in (43), andh- z givenas
h*- T
erf In
. (54)
•0
explicitfunctionsof t- r (and h). In particular,t- r
depends
onlyon depthh- z, hencesodoesp.,andso Since the error function is less than one, h* • hmax,
thereforedoes0 (from (35)). Therefore0t = -hOz, and and the breakdown will always eventually occur.
(34)1 gives,on integratingand using(27) and (43),
If we define

O--l- (1-½o)
exp
[V•(1&ø)
(t- r)2]
2.=.

For small depths, t-

r oc h-

(46)

ß

z, and thus 0 = 40 -

O[(h- z)2], aswecanseein figure3.
It only remains to chooseh so as to satisfy u:

0 on

z: 0. If t: to(r) at z: 0, then (39)2and (43)imply
•(•)

:

-

-

t = (*, and thereafter it occurs•t a depth h- z:
where •:

u- u* -- }z- v•exp[-A(*2],
p: p* = 2EA(*.

]. (47)

-v•(1 - 00)(s- 7-)2
2E

]ds. (48)

6.1. Transition Region
A suitable balance of terms in the transition region
is effectedby defining

Equation(48) simplifiesto

•=½0))
(•(••/•[to(•)-•]
-

-

_

V s,•,71'

z - h-h*- 2 lnm+__•,
h[to(•)] ,

(49)

•

:

w/.,.

(s7)

where

so that togetherwith (47)2, we obtain

i_ {

(56)

For valuesof t > (*, there is a transition region which
can be analyzed as follows in section 6.1.

Using(43)in (47)• gives

tb(•)

h*,

(*, and

-v•(1 - ½0)[tb(r)- 7']2

exp[

(aa)

a,sthe value in (53) where breakdownoccurs,then we
havefrom (51) and (52) that breakdownfirst occursat

•(•,•)•,

hire(7')]
- vsexp[
h[tb(7')]- vs

•ln •-•0

*- 0"
(50)

and from the solution(51)in z >
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p*(1 - 95*
)2

whence

h-

Matching
to thevariables
asr/-• oo,where
½5

12,995

ß
x-•*- •-•-•lnrn
1- r•(x-•.)

(70)

4* +O'*(z-h+h*)

We note from (56) that at breakdown,when t =

4>*
exp[2inm

to h as t passes
through
an O(•• in m) correction

,

]• - vs(1- ½0)/(1- 4)*);(7.0)indicates
thatthereis
Figure 4 plots the numerical solution for h at ,k = 100,

p*

u ,.., u---(z-h+h*),
p ,.., p*-(1-ck*)(z-h+h*),

(60)

6.2.

is effectedto leading order by requiring

ß....7q,W W* P*q,

comparedto the approximations(52) for t < (* and
(70) for t >

p• p* as q-•c•,

(61)

Below

Transition

As q -• -•x•, we have W, p -• 0, and ß -• •.
Reverting to the z coordinate and defining

where

2p*

u* =

In m +

W*

(62)
then to leading order

is anticipatedto be small (certainlyu* - 0 at t -

-O*•t + (1- ½5*)l;Vz
- O,

andin factassuming
u* - O(1) leadsto incon.
sistency).
Changingvariablesto (t, q) via Ot-• Ot-rnhO
rnOv gives,to leadingorder,

1

IfV--e•øø
[-•-fE/Sz
+ 1- 95*],
- -z½,.

}zO*•.+ (1- ck*)W
v - O,

The solution is incomplete as we have not computed

W - -pve

O(1/mI termsin thetransition
zone:apparently,
ß-

•øø, i0m0, andthebasalbound(63) •(z), W m-(1- 95')e

p - -EWv,

ary condition W - 0 at z - 0 is satisfiedby a boundary
layer solution

and thus

W-W* }z65•*
•

(64)

lfV--(1-gS*)e •øø 1-exp -

(thissatisfies
(61) in viewof (59), (55), and (56), given
that u* << 1), and hence

'='•v-(•-

(72)

•oo)e-•

z

.

(65)
3.5

where

ßoo (1- qS*)W*

=

hqS*

(66)

The first integralof (65) satisfying(61) is
1._ 2

_• = 1
E.),
2'
2
•'"•v-+[• -+1- •oo]e
and in order for this to match

to a feasible

2.5

(67)
1.5

solution

below,we requireß -• •oo as r/ -• -oo, whence(67)
implies

1

-,I,

•E-/2
- e oo

(68)

0.5

This defines•oo in termsof 3' givenby (59), hence(66)

gives
W* (in termsof },),sothat(62)gives
u*. From
(55) and (56), togetherwith (62) and (66),
U*

- }z-v,1-95'
1-950)
=

2p*

-•lnrn

7Zrn

+

qS*
•oo

m(1 - ½5*)

0
0

(52),
i

i

i

i

2

3

4

5

Time

Figure 4. Numericalsolutionfor h(t) when X = 100,
togetherwith the approximations(52) for t < (* and
(70) for t > (* (the additiveconstantfor (70) has not

determined,
whence
theapparent
slightjumpin ]•
(69) been
near t = (•*).
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This boundary layer is passive,and h is controlledby
the dynamicsof the transition. Figure 5 plots the numerical solutionfor q•,togetherwith the predictedsolutions in the upper region and the transition zone.
7.

Discussion

served, but this is associated with the extension of the

viscouscompactionmodel all the way to the top of the

basin;in our previouspaper [Fowlerand Yang,1998],
we showedthat elastic compactiondoesin fact give an
exponential decreaseof porosity with depth.
However, this normally pressured solution is only

validto a (dimensional)depth
he- dh* givenby (54),

For a model of sedimentary basin formation which and approximately
incorporatesviscouscompactiondue to pressuresolution, we have been able to derive approximate solutions in the distinct limits of slow compaction,where

2(•r/+
- •)v• In

' (75)

;• = K/v• (< 1, K beingthe hydraulicconductivityand
sedimentation
rate. Asv• the sedimentationrate, and fast compaction,where wherev• is the dimensional
& ;>>1. When & <:<1, compaction is limited to a basal

suming
•/• •, thisisroughly
h• • [•v•/(p• - pw)g]
•/•.

boundary
layerofthickness
O(V•. Thisresultissim-

Using our previous estimates, this is 4.5 km. Note that
this is only an estimate, as • is not well constrained. At
this depth, the permeability has decreasedsufficiently

ilar to that which occursfor elastic compactionand is
equivalentto resultsobtained in viscouscompactionin

that the hydrostatic balance no longer applies, and
The more realistic case to consideris when /• >> 1; there is a narrowertransition regionin which the effectcompactionoccursthroughout the basin, and the basic ive pressuredrops to near zero and the porosity profile
equilibrium solution which applies near the surfaceis a changesshape. This transitionregionmarksa (relatenvironnear parabolic profile of porosity versusdepth. In fact, ivelysudden)switchfroma normallypressured
ment
to
one
with
high
pore
pressures
and
is
caused
by
forsmallvalues
of At/2• in (51),wehavethedepth
the sharp variation of permeability with porosity. NoZ - h- z m v•(,
(73) tice also that even if the permeability exponent is not

the asthenosphere
[e.g.,McKenzie,1984].

large,sothat &* is small[• * - &0exp(-•• ln•)] , nevwhence the porosity profile is

ertheless(75) (or (54))implies that the critical depth

&mq•0
- (12Ev•
- q•0)UZ2
''

is still finite. Thus the switch from normally pressured
to abnormally pressured is predicted to occur in any
case. More generally,we might thereforeexpect that in
a marine environment where stratigraphic layers cause
sudden changesin permeability, that clay layers with
small permeability may be associatedwith the formation of abnormally high pressures.

(74)

this compareswith the equilibrium elasticprofile, which
tends to be exponentially decreasingwith depth. Furthermore, it is easy to show that for suchsmall depths,

the porefluidis normally(that is, hydrostatically)
pressured. The parabolic decrease of porosity is not oh-

Porosity-depthprofiles(e.g.,MudfordandBest,1989;
Powley,1990]oftenexhibit behavioursimilarto that in
figure 5' decreaseof porosity with depth followed by
a sudden switch •o a relatively uniform porosity. This
switchis often associatedwith a jump to highpore pressures across a mineralized seal; what we have shown

0.9

here is that such behaviour
0.8

is intrinsic

to the mechan-

ics of a viscouslytompatting layer of sediments,and
will always occur if the basin is deep enough, purely
due •o compaction' diagenesisor mineralization is not

0.7

'•0.6

necessary.

ß

In a previous paper, we analyzed nonlinear elastic

compaction[Fowlerand Yang,1998]in whichthe relation between p• and & was taken as

m 0.4

pe - pe(q•).

0.3

Equivalently,
this can be written, using(1), as

0.2

0.1

V.u • =

O0

(76)

011

0.2
Porosity

0.3

0.4

0.5

1 dp•
K• dt• '

(77)

wheret(• - -(1 - •)p•(•) > 0 is a modulusof compression
and d/dt• = O/Or+ u • .V is a materialderivatFigure 5. Comparison
of thenumericalsolution(solid)
for • - 100 at t- 5, togetherwith the upper(equilib- ive following the solid. Contradistinctively,the viscous
rium) solutionand the transition solution.
compactionlaw (11) is
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1

Freeze, R.A., and J.A. Cherry, Groundwater, Prentice-Hall,
EnglewoodCliffs, N.J., 1979.
Gibson, R. E., R. L. Schiffman, and K. W. Cargill, The theory of one-dimensional consolidation of saturated clays,
Now pressure solution only becomes significant at
II, Finite non-linear consolidation of thick homogeneous
depthsgreater than 1 km. At shallowdepths, we expect
layers, Can. Geotech. J., 18, 280-293, 1991.
elastic compaction to occur, and an obviousquestion is Gratz, A.J., Solution-transfer compaction of quartzites
then to enquire how both mechanismscan be included.
Progresstowards a rate law, Geology,19, 901-904, 1991.
We do not pursue this too far here, but an obvious Hedberg, H.D., Gravitational compactionof claysand shales,
Am. J. Sci., 18J, 241-287, 1936.
way is to generalizethe above relations to a viscoelastic
Hunt, J. M., Generation and migration of petroleum from
compaction law, here of Maxwell type:
abnormally pressured fluid compartments, AAPG Bull.,

v.. -

(78)

7j, 1-12, 1990.

V'uS
- K•dt• f pc.

(79)

Keith, L. A., and J. D. Rimstidt, A numerical compaction
model of overpressuringin shales, Math. Geol., 17, 115135, 1985.

Equivalently, we would anticipate a viscoelastic rheology for the medium; this involvesmaterial derivatives
of tensors, and some care is needed to ensure that the
resulting model is frame indifferent.
At greater depths still, cementationbeginsto occur.
As the grain boundaries begin to become cemented,
pressure solution will decrease, and it can be expected that the theology reverts to an elastic one; from the
point of view of the sediments, compaction will cease
and the medium will becomevirtually rigid, with pore
pressurebeing controlled purely by Darcy flow. Incorporation of theseand other processes
suchas aliagenesis
will form the substance of future developments.
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